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Cha r l e s  Ka i s e r  S umne r  H i g h l i g h t ed  a t
HOL IDAY  HOUSE  TOUR  2007

At this year’s Holiday House Tour, our members and guests were able 
to take a glance back at our community between the wars.  Charles 
Sumner, then at the height of his architectural career, was well suited to 
fulfill the aspirations of the captains of industry who were drawn to the 
area in the 1920’s and 30’s.  Thanks to him and other notable architects, 
an ambitious, more prosperous vision of the city began to express itself 
through the construction of the elegant houses in the newly developed 
Crescent Park neighborhood.   

We are grateful to the owners of the five truly splendid Sumner houses on this year’s tour, not only for allowing 
access to their homes, but for the care taken in the preserving and updating of each.  The kitchens were especially 
notable, for in Sumner’s public-versus-private plan organization, kitchens were once the domain only of the 
servants.  Each owner has transformed the kitchen into the center of family life without destroying Sumner’s basic 
plan concept.

The tour team members were very pleased by the response to our theme this year; nearly 600 people attended.  The 
gorgeous weather showed the houses at their best, and even though the gardens were “sleeping,” the sunny day 
made it possible to get a real sense of how important the gardens were to Sumner’s concept of the home.

We are grateful to all our volunteers for making this 
year’s tour such a special event.   We plan these tours so 
that those of us who love old buildings can have a lovely 
afternoon of exploring.   At the same time, we hope to 
spark an interest in members of our community who 
might come to the tour with a friend, or read a snippet in 
the paper, and realize how many really good buildings, 
sometimes works of art, make up our neighborhoods and 
give Palo Alto its sense of place.

~ Grace Hinton, Holiday House Tour Chair
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P re s i d en t ’ s  C o l umn
Like many neighborhoods in Palo Alto, mine is largely becoming a resource of lots upon which to build.  Built in 
the 1920s, when there was much open land in the area, the houses provided homes for people with a range of 
incomes. There were Professors, professionals, many of whom commuted to San Francisco by train, business 
owners and others of means, but also included were the people who worked in town, teachers, gardeners, 
shopkeepers, and all manner of blue and white collar workers. The homes varied in size, but almost all were 
pleasant, welcoming and considered comfortable by their owners.   While it is possible to upgrade the old homes 
and preserve their character, the demand is for new and much larger ones.

Until about 1980, people who worked in the town could afford modest properties where they could accommodate 
their families close the schools and their jobs.  In the 20s, these were usually two and three bedroom houses with a 
single bath, a small kitchen and breakfast nook and the essential washroom/pantry with a place for an icebox or 
refrigerator.  After the end of WWII, a large number of modest homes began to fill the area south of Oregon 
Avenue, providing housing for returning service personnel working in the new technology industries such as Varian 
Associates, Hewlett Packard, and Lockheed.  As had always been the case, good schools were considered essential 
and the new residents enthusiastically supported a rapidly expanding school system. The leaders of the local 
industries were strongly behind them as well.  Then as now, the city attracted families looking for a place where 
they could expect their children to have good educational opportunities.

Fast forward to the 21st century.  The city is built out and there is little land available for new housing of any type.  
The schools, plentiful parks and the amenities available are attractive.  So attractive that land values are extremely 
high.  Wealthy people attracted to the community do not want the modest homes that still represent a big part of the 
housing inventory.  The land they occupy represents all the value of these properties; the building’s value is 
negative by the cost to demolish it.  Developers recognize that the potential value of a large new house ready for 
immediate sale can be many times the already high cost of the land.  Now the streets are full of the huge trucks 
removing material from buildings that a few weeks before provided comfortable homes for people.  By some 
estimates demolition debris now comprises one half of the solid waste stream from the city.  The new houses dwarf 
the houses remaining from the previous generation.

How does this change stack up against other goals for the city?  In a broad sense income diversity is a part of the 
heritage of the city; historically Palo Alto has been a synergistic community that has had the resident human 
resources able to meet many of its needs.  That this is still desirable is recognized by requiring below-market-rate 
(BMR) housing in new planned developments.  Yet the destruction of the old homes and their replacement with 
much more expensive ones overwhelms the amount of housing gained by offering some new BMR housing.

The city prides itself as being a “green” city.  But consider all the impacts of the destruction of these old but 
functional properties and their movement to a landfill, along with any installed solar electric or water-heating 
equipment. As soon as the demolition is finished, a large amount of new material is used up building the vast new 
structure. Since virtually all of the new houses have large basements to gain floor space, we regularly see large 
pipes carrying ground water into the storm drains for months on end as these huge pits are being prepared.  
Meanwhile residents are asked not to waste water. How green is that?

While all property is expensive in the city, these new homes have market values many times those that they replace.  
Now people who might have afforded something in town have even fewer properties within their price range.  If 
they want to work here they must commute long distances, adding to fuel use and pollution.  Ironically, teachers in

~ PAST Members ~
Individual

Marsha Alper   Tobi Baldwin   Brigid Barton   Paul Bearce
Martin Bernstein   Vivian Blomenkamp  Kathryn Bowden   Gloria Brown
Pauline Brown   Yvonne Burtness   Richard Cabrera   Carolyn Caddes
Susan Chaput   Wendy Crowder   Gary Cunningham  Jerrie Devore
Karen Douglas   Merry Edwardson  Ellen Ehrlich   Nancy Ellingsen
Joette Farrand   Margaret Feuer   Mel Froli   Jessie Gaspar
Jean Gee   Betty Gerard   Georgie Gleim   Kate Godfrey 
Alice Wilder Hall  G. Robert Hamrdla  Conlyn Hancock   Lee Hanson
Barry Lee Johnson  Melissa W. King   Yoriko Kishimoto  Kat Kohlsaat
Karen Anne Kolling  Carole Kraiss   Peggy Kramer   Marion Krause
Marguerite Ladner  Elle LaRussa   Barbara Lawson   Penelope Chesnut Lee
Natalie Loukianoff   Nancy Lund   Dianne MacDaniels  Dick & Ellie Manfield
Suzanne Mantell   Mary Marsden   Gaelyn Mason   Barbara Mason
Merele McClure   Jeanne McDonnell  Molly Meschke   Marcia Miller
Mary Minto   Elizabeth Moder-Stern  Sherilyn Moody   Carol Murden
Deborah Nichols   Sharon Olson   Jack Parkhouse   Janet Peacock
Merry Phillips   Helen Pickering   C. Eric Redstrom  Nancy Rhea
Terry Rice   Dick Rosenbaum   Carol Ruth   Kay Sabin
Margo Schmidt   Rosalie Shepherd   Lydia Sloan   Clare Smith
Scott Smithwick   Toni Spencer   Eugenia Stanker   Nancy Steege
Susan Sullinger   Meryle S. Thompson  Betsy Tullis   Kathryn Verwillow
Isabel Walker   Natalie Wells   Connie West   Lanie Wheeler
Varyl White   Susan Bright Winn  Gail Woolley   Kris Zavoli

~ THANK YOU ~
The PAST Heritage Board of Directors would like to thank each one of our members for their support.  We 
would also like to make note of all of our new members, highlighted in bold in the membership list above - 
thank you for joining our organization and we look forward to the continued support of all our loyal members.

~ PAST Heritage Board of Directors

~ E-Newsletter ~
Would you be interested in receiving our 
newsletter via e-mail?  The PAST Board is 
considering making this option available to 
our members.  More information will follow 
in the next newsletter this Spring.

~ Scott Smithwick, Editor

   

~ Preservation Month ~
Preservation Month is coming up in May - our annual 
Preservation Awards event will be held on May 18th!  If you 
have any suggestions for outstanding preservation projects 
worthy of an award, please let us know before March 4th. 
You can leave a message on our hotline at 299-8878 or email 
our president, Ralph at ralphbritton@sbcglobal.net.

We will also be issuing centennial plaques to all of the Palo 
Alto homes that turn 100 years old this year!
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PAST Members
Lifetime

Sarah & Tom Clark  Kay Culpepper  Joseph & Meri Ehrlich  Catherine Garber 
Pria Graves & George Koerner Ellie & Bruce Heister Hewlett-Packard Corp.  Millie & Ernest Mario 
Roger L. McCarthy  Leslie McLaren  Antoinette Pitman  Cynthia Tseng

Sponsor
Alice Erber & Robert Steinberg Carolyn & Brian George Barbara & Bill Lucas   Robert McLean 
Carolyn & William Reller  Louise Thursby  Gwen Weisner   Janet Wright

Patrons
Marian Adams   Laurie Baldwin  Beth Bunnenberg   Ralph & Betty Britton
Bern Beecham & Cheryl Lathrop Olive & John Borgsteadt Joyce & David Buchanan Nancy Ferguson 
Cody Anderson Wasney Architects Betsy & David Gifford Eric & Elaine Hahn  Jinny Henke
Randolph and Kelly Hicks  Nancy & Joseph Huber Dorothy & Joel Kaplan  Denis A. Levett 
June H. Long   Bruce & Karen McCaul Janet Miller   Phyllis Munsey 
Enid Pearson   Robin Sutton  Susan & Jim Sweeney  Martha & Roy Tolles
Linda & Tom Vlasic  Tom & Ellen Wyman Caroline Willis & James Cook

Family
Clark & Kathryn Akatiff  Ron & Elaine Andrews Jeanine Ardourel  Yvonne B. Armstrong 
Ted & Becky Baer  Marilyn & Bill Bauriedel Susan & William Beall  Bill & Sue Beaver 
Jack & Nancy Bellin  Ann & John Bender Liz & Al Bernal   Bonnie Blythe
Ken & Pat Carlson  James Carr  Neil Carson   Robert Cartwright 
Robert & Susan Christiansen  Cecile Chartier  Diane  Churchill   Mary Cimilluca 
Christine Clark   Linda & Dean  Clark Gordon & Sondra Clark  Melanie Cox
Marc & Margaret Cohen  Allan & Karen Connel Janet Dafoe & Ronald Davis John & Patricia Davis
Stephanie & John Day  Pat & Fred Dentinger Sue & Ken Dinwiddie  Diana Dolezal
Elizabeth Doxsee  Tim Dyson  Shirley & James Eaton, Jr.   Kathleen Elkins
Jackson & Patricia Eaves Anne & Joe Ercolani Sharon & Leif Erickson  Lynne & Tim Farrell
Herbert & Alice Fischgrund Mark Franich  Pat & Chet Frankenfield  Bob & Betty French 
Betsy & David Fryberger  Barbara Geibel  Denise Gillen   Tom & Peg Hanks
Marlene & Wayne Grove  John Morrow Hackmann Ruth & Ben Hammett  Lauri Harper
Ron & Barbara Hansen  David & Carol Harris Anne Harrison   Reo & John Haynes
Gwen & Michael Havern  Margaret Heath  Ruta Henard   Peter Hillen
Joyce & Andrew Hertzfeld  Grace Hinton Architects Carol Hoshizaki   Anne Houghteling
Linda & Perry Irvine  Robert & Joan Jack Bob & Barbara Jackson  Linda Jensen
Lynn Jacobson & Raehua Pan Ray & Eleanora Jadwin Tanya & Robert Johnson  Claire & Ed Lauing
David & Maureen Kennedy  Thomas & Madge Jordan Elin Klor & Hal Jerman  JudyAnn Leahy
Fred Kohler & Kuo-Jung Chang Richard Leask  Helen & Al Lechner  Jamie & Vanessa Leighton
Mary Jo & Leonard Levy  Mike & Janet Leyte-Vidal Joanna Liston   Carolyn Long  
Peter Levin & Lisa Voge-Levin  Janet Loops  Sue & Ken Lorson  Adrian & Margot Maarleveld
Joan & John MacDaniels  Carol Malcolm  W.G. McElhinney  Karen & Bruce McCaul
Melehan Family   Andrew Meyer   Jo Ann Mandinach & Chuck Kalish  
Mike & Stephanie Mathews Roy & Kathy Mize Robert & Harriet Moss  Anne Nitzan
Paula McFarland & Bart Anderson Annie Nunan  Kathleen Obert   Betty Oen
Dena Mossar & Paul Goldstein Vic & Mary Ojakian Lolly Osborne   Barbara Peters
Franklin & Jean Olmsted  Sandy & Jerry Peters Steve & Carolyn Pierce  Francis Polansky
Bonnie & David Pollard  Gordon L. Poole  Katherine Preas   Carolyn Razzano
Lowell & Carole Price  Penny & Helen Proctor Tim & Lorinda Reichert  Emily Renzel 
Diane & Joe Rolfe  Susan Rosenberg Steven & Karen Ross  Sandy Santandrea
Diane & Daniel Sagalowicz Londa Schiebinger Dennis & Ellen Smith  Andrea B. Smith
Curtis & Barbara Smith  Harn Soper   Charles G. Schulz & Claire E. Taylor   
Rick & Carolyn Soto  Luana & Steve Staiger James & Christina Stauffer June & Scott Stauter
Chris & Jana Stevens  Vicki & Larry Sullivan  Elizabeth Storey & Susan Wilson Marilyn Sutorius 
Anthony Tam   Joan Urquhart  Ron & Catherine van Zuylen Aino Vieira da Rosa
Raadha Vijaykumar  Ann Vollmer  Scott & Barbara Wallace  Cindy & John Wallbrink 
Toni Wisman & David Schwartz Yue Rona Yang  Carolyn Zlotnick   
Janet Witharm & Greg van der Veen

our schools are very much affected.  The high-quality schools that are much sought after and are in large measure 
responsible for the high value of property may become unsustainable. 

Our diverse heritage is becoming lost in this process.  Many of our traditional neighborhoods are becoming a 
grotesque mix of new “statement” homes and older small ones.  Many of the new houses are tasteless cookie-cutter 
designs built to minimize costs for the developer.  Some of the properties destroyed have been truly excellent 
examples of architecture of their day and not all have been modest either.  We can’t save everything, but if we want 
to live in a city that honors its past and accommodates people of many walks of life, there must be some control 
over the kind and amount of development within our city.

The question is can anything be done?  A single-story overlay district has helped to preserve some of the Eichler 
homes. It’s possible that CEQA may prove to be applicable and useful when judiciously applied.  Perhaps the city 
could require the purchase of carbon offsets or require payment to a fund to provide replacement BMR housing for 
demolitions within the city.  A carefully planned and executed preservation ordinance, adequately respectful of 
property rights, also might be worth revisiting.  If nothing is done, it will simply be a matter of time until our 
balanced community becomes a monoculture of large new homes for those who can afford them.  If you have 
thoughts in this regard, please forward them to: ralphbritton@sbcglobal.net.

~ Ralph Britton

Treasurer’s Report - Mid-Year

At halfway through our 2007-2008 fiscal year, our finances continue to be strong.    We exceeded both our 
targets for membership and Holiday House Tour ticket sales, so that we have met our revenue goal for the year 
as of this writing.    We are within budget on our two biggest general expenses, namely the newsletter and 
Holiday House Tour.

Advocacy on behalf of preservation is part of PAST’s mission.  This year, we are pleased to have been able to 
lend support to the Friends of the Briones House.  PAST is matching up to $5,000.00 to help in their legal effort 
to save the house, and is acting as a pass-through organization to accept donations on their behalf.  So far, we 
have accepted and matched $3,700.00.  We will continue to accept donations for the matching fund until the end 
of July, and after that date general donations until further notice.

PAST also donates to educational efforts on behalf of preservation.  Palo Alto Historical Association’s Guy 
Miller Archives, housed at Main Library, has been an invaluable resource for our community for many, many 
years.  Hundreds have used its resources to research Palo Alto history over the years.  This year the PAST board 
has committed $5,000.00 for its current archiving efforts.  In addition, we have committed $1,000.00 
(renewable annually) to the Archives to support their outstanding service to Palo Alto.

The Board continues to discuss ways to use our reserve fund to further support local preservation projects.  As 
always, we welcome member input, and will keep you informed as our fiscal year progresses.

~ Grace Hinton, Treasurer
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4th Annual Stanford Historic House and Garden Tour
Sunday, April 27th, 2008 ~ 1-4 pm

Anticipating National Preservation Month in May, the tour by Stanford Historical Society’s Historic Houses Project 
offers an intimate look at the lives and homes of Stanford’s earliest faculty members. This year’s tour features 
historic houses and gardens in one of San Juan Hill’s first subdivisions. Open to visitors are four grand houses and 
gardens of early faculty members, each house telling a story of its owners and their place in Stanford history. Two 
were designed or influenced by the work of Arthur Bridgeman Clark, one by Charles Kaiser Sumner, who designed 
many houses on campus and in nearby communities, and the architect on the fourth is unknown. Two houses began 
as shingle-style homes but because of fire and dry rot were transformed with a stucco exterior in one case and into a 
New England farmhouse in the other.

Two of the houses will be featured in Historic Houses V, to be published in the spring of 2009, and two are in 
Historic Houses I: Historic Houses of San Juan Hill, available online from the Stanford Historical Society’s Web 
site (http://histsoc.stanford.edu/hh1.shtml). Together with the house tours, these and other books are part of the 
Historic Houses Project, which won a prestigious Governor’s Historic Preservation Award in 2007.

A Preview of the houses open for the 2008 tour

1914 Tudor with Craftsman Details
This house, on the National Register of Historic Places, sits atop 
San Juan Hill facing the Stanford hills. The house’s design was a 
collaboration between architect A. B. Clark and Olive McFarland, 
wife of biologist Frank Mace McFarland. He played a leading role 
in organizing Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove and served 
as its director from 1910 to 1913. Clark created the overall design
—an English country cottage with neoclassical accents and a 
molded shingle roof intended to evoke memories of thatched roofs. 
Olive McFarland designed the interior, which combined living and 
laboratory space for her husband’s collection of sea slugs.

1905 Shingle-style to 1939 Stucco 
The design of this house, built in 1905, was influenced by the 
work of A. B. Clark on the Durand house next door. House plans, 
drawn by contractor William Thompson of Palo Alto, show many 
Clark touches, including the use of Moorish arches on doors and 
room entries. The house was built by Harris Ryan (Harris J. Ryan 
Voltage Laboratory), who came to Stanford in 1905 as head of 
the Electrical Engineering Department. The second owner, 
Charles Haskell Danforth, a professor of anatomy in the Stanford 
Medical School, made several changes after a fire badly damaged 
the house in 1939. Among these were the addition of a family 
room with a cone-shaped roof and redwood walls, and 
transformation of the original shingle exterior to stucco. Though 
changes over the years have moved rooms around, the original 
footprint has expanded only slightly.

1908 Shingle-style to New England Farmhouse
In its 100 years, this house has been a source of mystery and 
legend: was it designed by Bernard Maybeck? Probably not. 
Though its exterior has changed substantially, the interior 
remains largely faithful to the original plans. It was built for 
Burt Estes Howard, who was briefly a professor of political 
science at Stanford. From 1955 to 1965, it was vacant and 
became overgrown and infested with beehives, so it seemed 
to hum—little wonder that it became known as haunted. In 
1965, because of dry rot, the house’s deep eaves had to be 
sheared back to the roof and the front porch removed, 
transforming the house into the New England farmhouse it is 
today. The current owners have beautifully restored the 
house, retaining many features from the original plans.

1925 Mediterranean Period Style
This house, designed by Charles Kaiser Sumner, is 
asymmetrical on all four sides, but the repeated 
elements of stucco, tile, double windows, and French 
doors create a harmonious whole. For more than half of 
its eight-decade life, economists have owned this 
house. But its first owner was Rennie Wilbur Doane, an 
economic entomologist who graduated in Stanford’s 
class of 1896 and taught from 1905 until 1936. He 
studied mosquito control and for many years was 
chairman of the Matadero Mosquito Abatement 
District. In 1958, the house began its period of being 
home to Stanford economists, including Lorie Tarshis, 
Moses Abramovitz, and the current owner.

Tour Logistics
These four houses are within easy walking distance of one another. Parking and shuttle service are available at 
Tresidder Union parking lost; pick up the shuttle in front of the Stanford Faculty Club, across from the lot. Shuttles 
will take tourgoers to the registration point and between the houses as needed.

Tickets
For tickets, mail a check (payable to Stanford Historical Society) to Stanford Historical Society, c/o Sweeney, P.O. 
Box 19290, Stanford, CA 94309. Tickets purchased by April 18 will cost $20 per person. After April 18 and on the 
day of the tour, tickets cost $25. All tickets will be distributed on the day of the tour at 607 Cabrillo Avenue (corner 
of Cabrillo and Santa Ynez Street; enter by the driveway off Santa Ynez).

For additional information, visit the Stanford Historical Society’s Web site: http://histsoc.stanford.edu/ or call 
650-725-3332 or 650-324-1653. You may also e-mail questions to cglasser@stanford.edu or 
susan.sweeney@stanford.edu.
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